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political issue in the United States, with Teddy Roosevelt and Gifford Pinchot (U.S. Forest Service) as the Galahads of conservation. 13 Congeries of cities in the northeastern United States, in Great Britain's Midlands, and in the Ruhr burgeoned and thickened like secondary growth after a burn in a tropical forest. Buenos Aires, which had a population of 40,000 in 1800, had 1.5 million in 1914.14 Chicago, little more than a convenient location for portage of canoes in 1800, had 2 million inhabitants a century later.15 Every city shoveled mountainous quantities of wastes, organic and inorganic, into adjacent waters and trailed smoky, particulate-laden, and even poisonous plumes of polluted air mile after mile downwind. 16 American historians were fully, almost painfully, conscious of immense and accelerating change but did not yet think of it ecologically. Frederick Jackson Turner's paper "The Significance of the Frontier in American History," delivered to the Association in 1893, seemed halfway to environmental history, with all its references to the tidewater region, the fall line, aridity west of the 99th meridian, cattle, pigs, salt, grasses, etc., but never reached that destination. Turner pointed to the "end of the frontier" announcement in the 1890 census report as the obituary of this major factor in American history but not because of the frontier's biological ramifications. The frontier's most important influence, he said, had been in the promotion of individualism and democracy.17
In Turner's Presidential Address to the Association in 1910, he again expressed awe at the momentum of change: "The transformations through which the United States is passing in our own day are so profound, so far reaching, that it is hardly an exaggeration to say that we are witnessing the birth of a new nation in America." He again veered toward environmental history, warning that the population was increasing faster than the food supply and that the problem was no longer how to blaze trails through the forests but how to save them; and yet he did not take the next step and start to write environmental history. He continued to think politically and parochially, not biologically, comparing contemporary America not to ancient Attica when it was being deforested and over-grazed but to America of the Revolution or the Constitutional Convention or the Civil War. 18 Another early president of the Association, Henry Adams, was appalled by the momentum of change.19 He warned that humanity was emptying the organic treasury of the planet, exhausting reservoirs of petroleum and natural gas, digging up the peat bogs, razing whole forests, systematically decimating large animals, and replacing them and many wild plants with feebler domesticated organisms. Yet when he sought a law, a principle, to help him to comprehend the significance of the rate of change, he looked not to the life sciences, as we might think a historian would, but to physics. That science confirmed his pessimism with the Second Law of Thermodynamics, nature's promise of universal entropy, an effective antidote for faith in eternal progress but of little use to historians with nascent environmental interests.20 Adams mused that continued acceleration of change "would require a new social mind," not that this mind might have to think in biological terms.21
Historians could not see what they were not ready to see. One wonders why. After all, proto-environmentalists and geographers such as Pierre Poivre and Alexander von Humboldt had witnessed ecological disasters following European exploitation of tropical colonies, particularly deforestation, and had published extensively on the subject in the eighteenth century.22 The Darwinian revolution in the life sciences, fundamental to environmental history, had already transformed the biological and social sciences. George Perkins Marsh, author of Man and Nature (1864), had pointed to "the dangers of imprudence and the necessity of caution in all operations which, on a large scale, interfere with the spontaneous arrangements of the organic and inorganic worlds," and he had provided page after page of examples to illustrate his thesis. John Wesley Powell had produced a brilliant report on the arid lands of the American West in 1878, warning that plans to cut down its mountain forests and irrigate the lowlands would lead to frustration and, probably, disasters.23 In October of 1897, even the AHR made a contribution of sorts to America's sensitivity to its natural context: Mary E. Woolley's article "The Development of the Love of Romantic Scenery in America."24 It was the nearest thing to environmental history, article or book review, to appear in the journal in its first thirty years.
Although none of these discussions of natural life had much influence on historians, one great naturalist, Charles Darwin, did. Charles Francis Adams (Henry's brother and another president of the Association) declared that the first day of October 1859, the date of the publication of Origin of Species, "was the dividing line between us and the historians of the old school."25 Roscoe Thayer (in the Presidential Address he did not deliver to the Association in 1918 because of the epidemic) proclaimed that evolutionary theory "has opened to us ... the process by which we and all other living things, and all forms of matter, live."26 Yet the effect of Darwin's writings on historians was not to stimulate them to write environmental history so much as to encourage, via Social Darwinism (the least comely spinoff of his theory) racist and other grossly oversimplified explanations of historical trends and events.
American historians were representative of their profession in paying little attention to the influence of environmental change. Oswald Spengler and Arnold Toynbee, possibly the two most famous European historians of the first half of the twentieth century, explained human behavior with only peripheral references to environmental factors. This is not surprising in Spengler, who was not really a historian but a sort of sage for whom the record of humanity was pertinent insofar as it could be mined for illustrations for his preconceptions. Toynbee was more of a historian, yet anyone who scans the indexes of his gigantic A Study of History for such items as soil, rainfall, cattle, fish, disease, or extinction will be disappointed. Aldous Huxley went through the index of Volume 6 of Toynbee's masterwork and found five citations for Popillius Laenas, two for Porphyry of Batanaea, "but the word you would expect to find between these names, Population, is conspicuous by its absence."27 Toynbee does mention insects a few times in the massive volumes of A Study (much of which is devoted to the Mediterranean basin, malarial for thousands of years) but never as a major factor and often merely analogically, as in "Insects ... Arrested civilizations, analogies with, iii, 88-9, 106 seqq."28 Historians were purblind in considering environmental matters. They were trained to value written eyewitness accounts above all else, but the real ore of environmental history is only occasionally found in diaries or memoirs. They were trained to specialize, to devote their lives to the minute study of small patches of history; environmental historians must be generalists because environmental changes are rarely affairs of days, weeks, or even years and are often only discernable regionally, even continentally. Most historians were immured in the past few hundred years and ill-equipped to think, for instance, of America environmentally. A mature consideration of human influence on the Western Hemisphere must involve an examination not of the subject since 1775 or 1607 or even 1492 but since the first arrival of humans many millennia ago. For orthodox historians, the starting line for American history was only a step or so back from the present, which anyone who has seen the pyramids at Cholula or the Cahokia Mounds must think absurd.
Historians of the Association's first generations were, with very few exceptions, marooned on one side of the chasm between the sciences and the liberal arts, a chasm that was getting deeper of late. All was not static, however. There were a number of intellectual developments prerequisite to environmental history under way in the early twentieth century. Archaeologists, now beyond merely digging up art objects, were shifting their attention to how ancient peoples had lived and were utilizing new techniques to 30 Elton established it as a separate science and provided some of its basic techniques and concepts. Clements's "succession" and "climax" have since been modified and even discredited, but they served first ecologists and then historians well for many years. Arthur G. Tansley's term "ecosystem" made its debut in 1935 and has had a longer useful life.34 The science these men helped to found was initially somewhat "holistic," not a very respectable characteristic according to some scientists, who have since subjected ecology to mathematical discipline.35 But early ecology was useful to environmental historians, who have been obliged by the nature of their scattered and impressionistic data to be holistic.
Studies in geography were undergoing changes that made this discipline useful and even inspirational to historians with a burgeoning interest in the environment. In the first years of the twentieth century, American geographers aspire to scientific accuracy and produce tightly focused studies with a strong mathematical component and a minimum of theory: studies that contain useful facts for environmental historians but not generalizations they can test against the versions of the past summoned up from the record. Fortunately for the historians, mid-century geographic studies, like those in ecology, were intelligible and useful to outsiders. Sauer declared that geographers "welcome whatever work is competent from whatever source, and claim no proprietary right. In the history of life the less specialized forms have tended to survive and flourish, whereas the functionally self-limiting types become fossils."38 French historians were, as a group, the first to scorn "manifest history" and to make a sustained and intellectually powerful attempt to examine humanity as a collectivity in interaction with the organic and inorganic world. Marc Bloch and Lucien Febvre, in the years immediately before World War I, had rebelled against the kind of historiography that sought truth about the forest of human experience by cataloguing and describing individual trees. They turned from the minutely factual history of Charles-Victor Langlois and Charles Seignobos to writing history of general trends and factors of extended duration. They looked to de la Blache and to Emile Durkheim, the sociological theorist, for guidance, emphasizing the social and collective, a bias that has often led historians to a consideration of the interaction of humanity and the environment.39
The most influential work of France's innovative historians to appear between the wars was Febvre's Geographical Introduction to Histoay, published in English in 1925 and many times since. It is a magisterial work, including as subcategories such subjects as climate, climatico-botanical areas, hunter peoples, fisher peoples, nomadism, and roads. The author rejects the old argument about geographical determinism versus humanity's free will: "The difference is really a frivolous and a purely academic distinction which leads to nothing,"40 a statement of liberating revelation with which Sauer and today's environmental historians would heartily agree.
The Frontier history circa 1950-1960, though no longer as prestigious as it had been in Turner's heyday, still attracted young historians. Turner had been attackeddemolished, said some-but the heart of his thesis survived, the proposition that the frontier had been very important in American history. Such history had an undeniable environmental factor: the advance by the Old World peoples had been profoundly affected by geography and biology, and it involved a dramatic alteration of ecosystems: cattle for buffalo, wheat for buffalo grass, gold miners for grizzly bears. The historian of the frontier was, to use a biological term, "preadapted" for environmental history.
There were changes in attitude among Americans in general that cleared the way for environmental history. Thoughtful Americans were beginning to realize that Henry Adams had taken poetic license but not leave of his senses when he wrote that "every American who lived into the year 2000 would know how to control unlimited power."43 World War II and the Cold War provided support for his prophesy. For instance, the word "blockbuster" did not come into the language as a descriptive term for a particularly expensive and popular movie or for a real estate agent specializing in placing African Americans in white neighborhoods but as the name of a World War II bomb so big that it could destroy an entire city block. The word was freed up for new uses when the weapons dropped on Hiroshima and Nagasaki reduced all traditional explosives to minor status. The fusion bombs of the Cold War in turn demoted the fission bombs to second class. By the 1960s, radioactive fallout could be detected around the planet, and the claim that humans could destroy the planet was a cliche. No longer could anyone dismiss offhandedly the books and articles of historians who argued that humans had over the ages radically influenced the environment.
The triumphal moon landing was another stimulus for environmental history. Although this achievement confirmed for many a faith in the ability of science and technology to solve all our problems, to others the moon looked forbidding, while the earth, remarkably photogenic, appeared to be the only (the suitable word seems odd for a planet) lovely thing in the solar system-and small.
The reaction of C. P. Snow, physicist and novelist, to the moon landing seemed oddly out of step in 1969, but it is one that many have adopted since:
The solar system is dead, apart from our world: and the distances to any other system are so gigantic that it would take the entire history of mankind from paleolithic man to the present day to traverse-at the speed of Apollo 11-the distance to the nearest star. We can explore a few lumps in our system, and that is the end ... As a result of supreme technological skill and heroism, we are faced not with the infinite but with the immovable limits.44
The moon shot had the paradoxical effect of converting many to earth worship.
The environmentalist movement of the 1960s and after was the engine that drove environmental history. What had been a discontinuous mutter of complaint rose to a continuous shout audible even in the halls of academe. The new environmentalists of the Cold War era were different from old conservationists of the era of the Square Deal and the New Deal. The old conservationists wanted to assure the conservation of resources for future use, that is, the harvesting rather than the mining of nature. The new environmentalists wanted to preserve as much of primordial nature as still existed because of its intrinsic value, an almost religious yearning, and to defend an allegedly damaged biosphere so that the human species might survive, a yearning thrumming with anxiety.
The new environmentalism did not detonate but grew and therefore has no precise birthday, but for the sake of convenience we can date its scientific debut assuming that these extinctions truly happened. They do not suffer from epistemological malaise. On the other hand, they are avant-garde in the agility with which they leap over the concertina wire that divides the humanities from the sciences. They expect to read articles and books on geology, demography, meteorology, epidemiology, or agronomy and, after some struggle, to understand them. They have taken to heart the complaint of medical historian Richard Shryock, back in 1936, that historians have too often ignored materials immediately at hand, materials that "are for all practical purposes 10,000 miles away, simply because they are within buildings occupied by professional schools."54 Environmental historians have discovered that the physical and life sciences can provide quantities of information and theory useful, even vital, to historical investigation and that scientists try and often succeed in expressing themselves clearly.
America's environmental historians, because they are conservationists, rile conservatives. They are as concerned with depreciation of ecosystems as others are with depreciation of the dollar. They are comfortable with suggestions about subtracting estimations of environmental degradation when calculating gross national product. Yet they often fail to be politically correct by definitions common on the traditionally Marxist wing of American intellectual life. Most American environmental historians agree with the judgment of their Indian counterparts, Madhav Gadgil and Ramachandra Guha, that dialectical materialism is simply not materialistic enough to be of much help. Marxists, say these two, are too quick to be satisfied with analyses of modes of production "without investigating the ecological context, i.e. the soil, water, animal, mineral and vegetative bases of association in which the infrastructure is embedded."55
The ideology of environmental historians is at its root biological. They doubt the ultimate sense of many of the choices that humanity has made, especially in the last few hundred years, in exploiting the earth. They are worried about the durability of the intricate organic and inorganic relationships that support us all. Their guiding principles are not those of the boosters, Adam Smith and Karl Marx, but those of the worriers, Thomas Malthus and George Perkins Marsh, whose ideas we are all currently testing. 
